The goal of a recommender system is to show its users items that they will like. In forming its prediction, the recommender system tries to answer: "what would the rating be if we 'forced' the user to watch the movie?" This is a question about an intervention in the world, a causal question, and so traditional recommender systems are doing causal inference from observational data. This paper develops a causal inference approach to recommendation. Traditional recommenders are likely biased by unobserved confounders, variables that affect both the "treatment assignments" (which movies the users watch) and the "outcomes" (how they rate them). We develop the deconfounded recommender, a strategy to leverage classical recommendation models for causal predictions. The deconfounded recommender uses Poisson factorization on which movies users watched to infer latent confounders in the data; it then augments common recommendation models to correct for potential confounding bias. The deconfounded recommender improves recommendation and it enjoys stable performance against interventions on test sets.
Introduction
The goal of a recommender system is to show its users items that they will like. Given a dataset of users' ratings, a recommender system first learns the preferences of the users and then suggests items based on its predictions of the items they did not rate. In this paper we develop a causal inference approach to recommendation.
Why is recommendation a causal inference problem? For concreteness, suppose the items are movies and the users are rating movies they have seen. In prediction, the recommender system is trying to answer the question "How would the user rate this movie if he or she saw it?" In the language of causality, this is a question about an intervention: what would the rating be if we "forced" the user to watch the movie? The item plays the role of the treatment; the rating plays the role of the response.
How does this framing of recommendation, as a causal inference problem, differ from the traditional approach? The traditional approach builds a model from observed ratings data, often a matrix factorization, and then uses that model to predict unseen ratings. This strategy would provide valid causal inferences-in the sense described above-if users randomly watched and rated movies. (This would be akin to a randomized clinical trial, where pills are replaced by movies.) But users do not (usually) watch movies at random and, consequently, answering the causal question from observed ratings data is challenging. The issue is that there may be confounders, variables that affect both the treatment assignments (which movies the users watch) and the outcomes (how they rate them). For example, a user's social network might affect both the movies she is exposed to and how much she likes those movies.
The deconfounded recommender tries to correct this bias. First, it uses the exposure data to estimate a model of which movies each user is likely to consider. (In the language of recommender systems, the exposure data is a form of "implicit" data.) Then, it uses this exposure model to estimate a substitute for the unobserved confounders. That this is possible is the result of Wang and Blei [22] ; correlations among considered movies provide indirect evidence for confounders. Finally, it fits a ratings model (e.g., matrix factorization) that corrects for the substitute confounders.
Why might this strategy work? Consider the film enthusiast (from our dataset) who mostly watches popular drama ("Enchanted April") but has also enjoyed a couple documentaries ("Crumb" and "The Cruise"). A traditional recommender system will infer preferences that center around drama. Deconfounded recommendation will also detect a preference for drama, but will further up-weight the preference for documentaries. The reason is that the history of the user indicates that she is unlikely to have been exposed to many documentaries; the method values its signal from the two she did like. Consequently, when it recommends from among the unwatched films, the deconfounded recommendation promotes documentaries ("Fast, Cheap & Out of Control" and "Paris Is Burning") that the user (in held-out data) also liked. Across users, on real-world data, the deconfounded recommender provides better recommendations.
In the next sections, we cast recommendation as causal inference, develop the deconfounded recommender, and demonstrate its improvements on recommendation and its robustness to interventions.
Related work. The first body of related work is on evaluating recommendation policy via biased data. It is mostly explored in the multi-armed bandit literature [9, 23, 21, 10] . These works focus on online learning and rely on importance sampling. Here we consider an orthogonal problem: We reason about user preferences, rather than recommendation policies, and we use offline learning and parametric models.
The second body of related work is around the missing-not-completely-at-random assumption in recommendation methods. Marlin and Zemel [14] studied the effect of violating this assumption in ratings. Similar to our exposure model, they posit an explicit missingness model that leads to improvements in predicting ratings. Later, other researchers proposed different rating models to accommodate this violated assumption [11, 3, 12, 20] . In contrast to these works, we take an explicitly causal view of the problem. While missingness and causality are deeply connected through the concept of ignorability [1] , our causal view opens up the door to new debiasing tools (e.g. [22] ).
Finally, the recent work of Schnabel et al. [20] adapted causal inference-inverse propensity weighting, in particular-to address missingness. Their propensity models rely on either observed ratings of a missing-completely-at-random sample or externally observed user and item covariates. In contrast, our work relies solely on the observed ratings: we do not require ratings from a gold-standard randomized exposure and nor do we use external covariates.
Recommender system as causal inference
We frame recommendation as a causal inference problem and develop the deconfounded recommender.
A potential outcomes perspective
A recommender system observes users rating items. We can think of this system as generating two datasets. One dataset contains exposures a ui , indicators of whether user u rated item i. The other dataset contains outcomes y ui (a ui ), which are the observed ratings when a ui = 1 (i.e., if the user saw the movie) and 0 if a ui = 0 (i.e., if the user did not see the movie). This is potential outcomes notation [7, 18, 19] . For every user/movie pair, there is a variable y ui (0) and the variable y ui (1).
As we said, the goal of a recommender system is to recommend movies its users will like. Given the dataset {a ui , y ui (a ui )}, this goal amounts to estimating the ratings had all movies been seen by all users; we want to estimate y ui (1) for all u and i. Again note the estimate of y ui (1) is a prediction under intervention. It answers the question "What would the rating be if user u was forced to see movie i?" The challenge to this estimation is that we only observe y ui (1) when a ui = 1. The process by which users select movies to rate can bias estimates of y ui (1) for the unexposed items [17] .
Traditional recommender systems fit matrix factorization to observed ratings. Continuing in the potential outcomes notation, we posit probabilistic matrix factorization as an outcome model [15] ,
We then fit the user preferences θ u and item attributes β i to the observed exposure and ratings. Mathematically, this procedure ignores the unexposed items (because a = 0). We emphasize that it restates matrix factorization for recommendation [8] from the perspective of potential outcomes.
This approach would correctly estimate potential outcomes if we could assume ignorability. Ignorability means that the outcome (a user's rating of a movie, observed or not) is independent of the treatment assignment (whether the user has watched the movie). Formally, for all users u, {y u (0), y u (1)} ⊥ ⊥ a u where y u (a) = (y u1 (a), . . . , y uI (a)) and a u = (a u1 , . . . , a uI ).
(The system has I items.) While y ui (0) = 0 and thus is ignorable, y u (1) ⊥ ⊥ a u is often not true-the process by which users find movies is not independent of how they rate them.
The deconfounded recommender
How can we build a recommendation system when ignorability does not hold? We appeal to causal inference from observational data.
Classical causal inference. When ignorability does not hold, classical causal inference asks us to measure and control for confounders. These are variables that affect both the exposure and the ratings. Consider the social network of a user. It may affect both the movies she is exposed to and her ratings about those movies.
Suppose we measured these per-user confounders w u . Classical inference controls for them in the outcome model,
However, this solution requires we measure all confounders. This assumption is known as strong ignorability. Unfortunately, it is untestable [5] .
The deconfounded recommender. We now develop the deconfounded recommender. It captures dependencies among the exposure data to infer substitutes for the unobserved confounders. It then models the ratings conditional on the substitute confounders.
The first step is to fit a Poisson factorization ( ) model [2] to the exposure data. assumes the data come from the following process,
where both U u and V i are nonnegative K-vectors. The user factor U u captures user preferences (in picking what movies to watch) and the item vector V i captures item attributes. is a scalable variant of nonnegative factorization and is especially suited to binary data [2] . It is fit with coordinate ascent variational inference, which scales with the number of nonzeros in a = {a ui } u,i . With a fitted model, the deconfounded recommender computes a substitute for unobserved confounders. It reconstructs the exposure matrixâ from the fit,
where A is the exposure random variable, a is the observed exposure, and the expectation is taken over the posteriors computed from the model. This is the posterior predictive mean of U u V i . The reconstructed exposureâ ij serves as a substitute confounder.
Finally, the deconfounded recommender posits an outcome model conditional on the substitute confoundersâ,
where γ u is a user-specific coefficient that describes how much the substitute confounderâ contributes to the ratings. The recommender fits this outcome model to the observed data, inferring θ u , β i , γ u , and then calculates all the potential ratings y ui (1) with the fittedθ u ,β i ,γ u . To form recommendations for a user, it orders the potential ratings of the unseen movies. These are causal recommendations. Note in fitting Equation (6), the coefficients θ u , β i are fit only with the observed user ratings (i.e., a ui = 1) because a ui = 0 zeroes out the term that involves them; in contrast, the coefficient γ u is fit to all movies (both a ui = 0 and a ui = 1) becauseâ ui is always non-zero.
Beyond probabilistic matrix factorization. The deconfounder involves two models, one for exposure and one for outcome. We focus on as the exposure model but consider other outcome models.
We start with a general form of matrix factorization,
where m(θ u β i , a) characterizes the mean and v(θ u β i , a) the variance of the ratings y ui (a). This form encompasses many factorization models. Probabilistic matrix factorization [15] is
Weighted matrix factorization [6] is
This model leads us to downweight the zeros; we are less confident about the zero ratings. Poisson matrix factorization [2] only takes in a mean parameter
With the general matrix factorization of Equation (7), the deconfounded recommender fits an augmented outcome model M Y . This outcome model M Y includes the substitute confounder as a covariate,
Notice the parameter γ u is a user-specific coefficient; for each user, it characterizes how much the substitute confounderâ contributes to the ratings.
The deconfounded outcome model can be fit by maximum a posteriori estimation. It solveŝ Forming recommendations. The deconfounded recommender predicts all of the potential ratings, y ui (1). We use it for two types of prediction: weak generalization and strong generalization [13] . Weak generalization predicts preferences of existing users in the training set on their unseen movies; Strong generalization predicts preferences of new users-users not in the training set-on their unseen movies. For an existing user u (weak generalization), it computes the potential ratings from the fitted outcome model,ŷ
For a new user u (strong generalization), it fixes the item vectors V i and β i , and compute user vectors for the new user: it fits U u , θ u , and γ u from the exposure and the ratings of this new user u . It finally computes the prediction,
Algorithm 1: The Deconfounded Recommender
Input: a dataset of exposures and ratings {(a ui , y ui (a ui ))} u,i , i = 1, . . . , I, u = 1, . . . , U Output: the potential outcome given treatmentŷ ui (1) Fit to the exposures {a ui } u,i (Equation (4)) Compute substitute confounders {â ui } u,i (Equation (5)) Fit the outcome model to the data {(a ui , y ui (a ui ))} u,i (Equation (8)) Estimate potential outcome given treatmentŷ ui (1) (Equations (9) and (10)) The deconfounded recommender ranks all the items for each user based onŷ ui (1), i = 1, . . . , I, and recommends highly ranked items.
Why does it work?
Causal inference for recommendation systems is a multiple causal inference: there are multiple treatments. Specifically, each user is attached to a causal inference problem and her exposure (or non-exposure) to each movie is a treatment. Thus there are I treatments and an Idimensional outcome of ratings. It is the multiplicity of treatments that enables causal inference with unobserved confounders [22] . Consider the I treatments of a user u, a u = (a u1 , . . . , a uI ), a ui ∈ {0, 1}. learns a per-user latent variable θ u from the exposure matrix a ui . If the exposure model fits the data well, then the treatments (a u1 , . . . , a uI ) are conditionally independent given θ u . Per [22] , the per-user latent variable θ u captures all multi-treatment confounders, i.e., variables that correlate with multiple exposures and the ratings vector. Hence this θ u (or functions of it, likeâ ui ) can serve as a substitute confounders for causal inference.
This reasoning relies on one assumption, that no confounders affect the users' exposure to only one of the items. We posit that this assumption is often plausible in recommender systems. When there are more than thousands of items, it is unlikely to have a confounder that affects only one of them.
The following theorem formalizes this reasoning. 
This theorem follows from Corollary 7 of [22] and the fact that U u ⊥ ⊥ 1{A ui = a} | p(A ui = a | U u V i ) [4] . See Appendix A for a full proof, and see [22] for the theoretical underpinnings of this approach.
Empirical Studies
We study the recommendation performance of the deconfounded recommender across four datasets. The deconfounded recommender improves recommendation. Further, its performance is more stable across regular and intervened test sets, indicating that it is a causal model. Before presenting the empirical performance, we first discuss the evaluation criteria of causal recommendation models.
Evaluation of causal recommendation models
Causal inference on recommender systems poses challenges for evaluation. We need to evaluate how a model performs across all potential outcomes:
..,I} , {y ui (1)} i∈{1,...,I} ), where is a loss function, such as mean squared error or normalized discounted cumulative gain (
). The challenge is that we don't observe all potential outcomes. The traditional trick of random train-test splitting no longer works; it provides a biased sample of the user-item ratings, emphasizing popular items and active users.
An expensive solution is to create a randomized test set from experiments. We can randomly select from all items, and ask our users to interact and rate all them:
where I u is a random subset of {1, ..., I}. Such test sets are golden baselines, but they are difficult to obtain. The Yahoo! R3 [14] and coat shopping [20] datasets are accompanied with such random test sets.
What if randomized test sets are not available? How can we evaluate causal models?
Our solution is to "intervene" on heldout data. Causal models enjoy the property of invariance: the conditional distribution of the outcome given the treatments will not change if we intervene on a u , that is if we change the distribution of the treatment assignments A u . Thus, predictions from a causal model will work just as well under intervention as not. In contrast, predictions from an observation model can potentially be wrong if we actively intervene on a u [16] .
We exploit this invariance property for evaluation. We create intervened test sets, that is we change the distribution of which exposed cells we are using to test the predictions. For example, we select a (u, i)-entry in the heldout set into the intervened test set with probability: p(u, i) ∝ 1 popi , where pop i counts how many times item i is rated in the training set.
We can also bin the items by their popularity and evaluate the models within each bin. Equivalently, we can also bin the users by their activity. We use such intervened test sets for evaluation in Section 3.3.
Recommendation with the deconfounded recommender
We first study the deconfounded recommender on two real-world datasets: Yahoo! R3 [14] and coat shopping [20] . Both datasets are comprised of an observational training set and a random test set. The training set comes from users rating user-selected items; the random test set comes from the recommender system asking its users to rate randomly selected items. The latter enables us to evaluate how different recommendation models predict potential outcomes: what would the rating be if we make a user watch and rate a movie?
Datasets. Yahoo! R3 [14] contains user-song ratings. The training set contains over 300K userselected ratings from 15400 users on 1000 items. Its random test set contains 5400 users who were asked to rate 10 randomly chosen songs. The coat shopping dataset [20] contains user-coat ratings. The training set contains 290 users. Each user supplies 24 user-selected ratings among 300 items. Its random test contains ratings for 16 randomly selected coat per user.
Experimental setup. For each dataset, we randomly split 80/20 the training set into training/validation sets. We leave the random test set intact. Across all experiments, we select the best performing (according to log likelihood) latent dimensions for the recommendation models from {1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100} and other hyperparameters using the validation set.
For the deconfounded recommender, we choose the best latent dimension combination of the treatment assignment model and the outcome model based on the performance (according to log likelihood) on the same validation set. Convergence is determined using log likelihood on the validation set. We predict potential ratings for both existing users (weak generalization) and new users (strong generalization) as in Section 2. Based on this prediction, we finally rank the items with nonzero ratings in the random test set.
Performance measures.
To evaluate recommendation performance, we report three standard measures:
, recall, and precision. See Appendix B for formal definitions.
Results. Tables 1 and 2 show the recommendation performance of the deconfounded recommender and its classical counterpart. We explore probabilistic matrix factorization [15] , Poisson matrix factorization [2] , and weighted matrix factorization [6] ; see Section 2 for details of these baseline models. Across datasets, the deconfounded recommender outperforms classical approaches for both weak and strong generalization: it produces better item rankings and improves retrieval quality. Figures 1 and 2 show the complete recall curves and precision curves for k = 1, . . . , 10. (k is chosen from 1-10 because the test set of Yahoo! R3 has 10 ratings per user; the coat dataset has 16.) The deconfounded recommender has better recall and precision curves across all ks for existing users.
For new users, the deconfounded recommender improves recall and precision for k ≤ 3.
Across the three metrics and two datasets, the deconfounded recommender improves over common recommendation models; it produces accurate predictions for potential user preferences by accommodating unobserved confounders in treatment assignments.
Causal vs noncausal recommendation
We next explore the differences between causal and noncausal recommendation models. Noncausal models are those that do not acknowledge the confounding bias as in Equation (2). In particular, traditional matrix factorization models, such as probabilistic or Poisson or weighted matrix factorization, are not causal. The deconfounded recommender is causal; Wang and Blei [22] provides a justification. intervened test sets comes from selecting each entry with a probability inversely proportional to its item popularity; see Section 3.1 for details.
Results
. Table 3 presents the recommendation performance of the deconfounded recommender and their classical counterpart on intervened test sets. On intervened test sets, causal models often outperform by a large margin. Predictions from noncausal models suffer when the test set comes from a different treatment assignment distribution than the training set. It is because noncausal models ignore the confounding bias in treatment assignments.
On a regular test set, which is biased towards popular movies and popular users, the classical MF methods perform about the same (marginally better) than the deconfounded methods. We refer the reader to Appendix C for detailed results and discussions.
Finally, we compare causal and noncausal models on bins of users and items. We bin entries of the test set by quantiles of item popularity and user activity. We evaluate models within each bin. Evaluations on regular-vs-intervened test sets and binned items/users reveal the key difference between causal and noncausal models: causal models are robust to interventions on test sets while noncausal model are not. This robustness-to-intervention could serve to differentiate causal and noncausal models. It may also serve as a proxy of model predictability on potential outcomes, especially when random test sets are not available: causal models tend to predict the potential outcomes better.
Discussion
We develop the deconfounded recommender, a strategy to leverage classical recommendation models for causal predictions: how would a user rate a recommended movie? The deconfounded recommender utilizes Poisson factorization to infer confounders in treatment assignments; it then augments common recommendation models to correct for potential confounding bias. The deconfounded recommender improves recommendation and it enjoys stable performance against interventions on test sets.
Supplementary Material A Proof of Theorem 1
Corollary 7 of Wang and Blei [5] implies
for all u, i.
Therefore, we have
The first three equalities are due to basic probability facts. The fourth equality is due to U u ⊥ ⊥ 1{A ui = a} | p(A ui = a | U u V i ) [2] . The fifth equality is due to A ui ∼ Poisson(U u V i ). The last equality is again due to basic probability facts.
B Performance measures
Denote rank(u, i) as the rank of item i in user u's predicted list; let y test u as the set of relevant items in the test set of user u. 1 • measures ranking quality:
where L is the number of items in the test set of user u, the relevance rel ui is set as the rating of user u on item i, and IDCG is a normalizer that ensures N DCG sits between 0 and 1.
• Recall@k. Recall@k evaluates how many relevant items are selected: 
C Causal models on regular test sets
On regular test sets, causal models and noncausal models perform similarly; noncausal models often outperform by a small margin. This difference in performance is often due to the causal models coming from an augmentation of noncausal models. The richer causal model often leads to highervariance estimators and suboptimal performance on regular heldout data. 
D Experimental Details
For weighted matrix factorization, we set weights of the observation by c ui = 1+αy ui where α = 40 following [3] .
For Gaussian latent variables in probabilistic matrix factorization, we use priors N (0, 1) or N (0, 0.1 2 ).
For Gamma latent variables in , we use prior Gamma(0.3, 0.3).
